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Abstract. Umbilical tools are used for testing of buried pipes like tank connections, 
street, railway and river crossings, cooling water and pressure pipes etc. Launching 
stations for tool insertion are normally not foreseen and space is limited. Bends of 
1.5 x D need to be passed. Drinking and waste water lines are often made from cast 
iron. Coatings at the inner surface might hinder the inspection of the pipes. Surface 
cleaning might be not possible, so the surface might be covered by product residue 
etc.  
 Tools based on the SLOFEC® testing technique may overcome the limitations 
and solve the requirements for the testing tasks for the above. The tools consists of 
modules and can be mounted in the pipe at a narrow environment. No coupling is 
needed and the system works through non-conductive coatings up to 10 mm. The 
SLOFEC® principle can be applied to ferromagnetic iron materials incl. cast and 
ductile iron materials. Pipes with wall thickness up to 19 mm can be tested. 
 An integrated laser profile scanner based on the triangulation method allows 
for additional measurement of the pipe geometry. Circumferential radius 
measurement shows up ovality and other deviations from the pipe cross-section. 
Detailed profile scans are used to measure local discontinuities. 

Introduction  
 
In 2001 the SLOFEC® - technique was applied for the inspection of storage tankfloors and 
above ground pipes for the first time. In the meantime scanners, inspection procedures and 
signal evaluation have undergone several improvements to meet client requirements and to 
expand the area of applications. In this sense development of the SLOFEC® - technique for 
the inspection of buried pipes is a continuous improvement process. Meanwhile the 
scanners are equipped with additional systems, such as cameras and laser profile scanners. 

1. Requirements to the Inspection System  

1.1 Requirements due to the Accessibility to the Pipework 

In many cases pipelines are not foreseen to be piggable, meaning that launching/receiving 
stations are non- existent. Therefore for insertion of the tool only a short pipe section or an 
armature can be removed or the tool has to be inserted through a dome. The access to the 
pipe is often possible from one end only. Therefore the tool must allow bi-directional 
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movement. This can be achieved by connection to a crawler system. For the inspection of 
pipes with a steep gradient a winch can be used. 

  

Fig. 1 Launching the scanner after removal of a pipe segment Fig. 2 Launching through a dome 

1.2 Requirements due to the Pipe Conditions 

Various pipes have short bends with radii down to 1.5 x D. The inspection tool must be 
able to pass such bends. The surface can be covered with residue from product, debris, 
scaling, etc., because comprehensive cleaning prior to the inspection is not possible. 
Testing shall also be possible if rest of product, scale or debris remain in the pipe as well as 
testing through coatings shall be possible, if the pipes are coated on the inner surface with 
rubber, GRP or concrete. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Short bends, debris and concrete coating

1.3 Requirements to the Testing Technique 

Lots of pipes are only testable when they are empty. The use of foreign products or the use 
of any liquid is mainly unwanted or not even allowed. Additionally, the use and feeding of 
coupling media can be difficult. For this reasons inspection techniques working without 
coupling media are preferred. The testing technique shall reliably identify signals from 
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defects and discriminate those from noise signals e.g. generated by grinded-off transport 
eyes, external pipe supports, ground anchors etc. The positions of the defects shall be 
reliably determined and documented in axial and circumferential directions. 

1.4 Scanner Types and Technical Data 

The result was the development of three general types of SLOFEC® inspection tools for the 
inspection of non-piggable buried pipes, meeting the above stated requirements. By the 
modular design, each inspection tool can be configured according to the situation on site. 

The design features of the SLOFEC® pipe inspection tools are as follows:  The SLOFEC® pipe inspection tool consists of single modules, which are connected 
by flexible joints. Each module is minimized in length allowing the tool to pass 
narrow bends down to 1.5 x D.  The modules of the tools can be assembled on site if necessary. Even if due to 
limited access only modules or parts of the tool can be inserted in the pipe in many 
cases the assembly inside the pipe is possible.  Each SLOFEC® pipe inspection tool can be moved bi-directionally using a crawler 
system or can be pulled through the pipe by means of a winch.  The SLOFEC® pipe inspection tool type PLS has retractable centering devices and a 
retractable sensor head to pass sections with a reduced diameter.  All inspection tools are equipped with inspection cameras and illumination for 
parallel video inspection. 
 

1.4.1 SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type PLM 

 

Diameter range  
Max. wall thickness 
 
 
Max. coating thickness 
Max. inspection length 
Max. inspection speed 
Drive systems 

: 
: 
 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 

10“ - 18“ 
16 mm (depending on 
coating thickness and 
detection limit) 
10 mm 
300 m 
6 m/min 
electr. crawler / 
pulling winch 

Fig. 4 PLM scanner 
 

The SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type PLM is designed as a drive-through unit either 
connected to a crawler system or pulled by a winch. The sensors are spring loaded and 
arranged between the poles of the magnetization unit. The complete sensor head is guided 
on wheels for low friction and bi-directional operation. 
 
1.4.2 SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type PLS 

The SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type PLS is a scanner unit with a rotating sensor 
head. The scanner unit is designed to be connected either to a crawler system or pulled by a 
winch. For data acquisition the scanner will be positioned by the crawler or winch in axial 
direction. Here the sensor head will be pressed against the pipe wall and moved in 
circumferential direction. After completion of a circumferential scan, the sensor heads will 
be retracted and the complete unit will be moved in axial direction by one sensor head 
width to start with the next circumferential scan. The scanning procedure is fully automated 
to reach reasonable inspection velocities. The complete sensor head is guided on wheels for 
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low friction and bi-directional operation. The centering devices can be expanded and folded 
to pass sections with reduced diameter. 
 

 

Diameter range  
Max. wall thickness 
 
 
Max. coating thickness 
Max. inspection length 
Max. inspection speed 
Drive systems 

: 
: 
 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 

20“ - 48“ 
19 mm (depending on 
coating thickness and 
detection limit) 
10 mm 
300 m 
0,2 m/min 
electr. crawler / 
pulling winch 

Fig. 5 PLS scanner 
 

1.4.3 SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type Pegasus  

The SLOFEC® Internal Pipe Scanner Type Pegasus is like the PLS a scanner unit with a 
rotating sensor head. The scanner unit is designed for the inspection of big diameter pipes 
were a crawler system cannot be applied. With the Pegasus unit inspections at pipe 
diameters of up to 2 m were realized. The unit can either be pulled by a winch or moved 
manually in humanly accessible pipes. The main advantage of the unit is that it can be 
completely assembled inside the pipe, allowing a high flexibility for the inspection of pipes, 
which are accessible only through a dome. 
 

 

Diameter range  
Max. wall thickness 
 
 
Max. coating thickness 
Max. inspection length 
Max. inspection speed 
Drive systems 

: 
: 
 
 
: 
: 
: 
: 

≥ 32“ 
19 mm (depending on 
coating thickness and 
detection limit) 
10 mm 
300 m 
0,2 m/min 
manual / pulling 
winch 

Fig. 6 Pegasus scanner 

2. Working Principle of the SLOFEC® Method  

2.1 Basic Principle  

The SLOFEC® inspection system is based on the eddy current principle with superimposed 
DC field magnetization. With this system objects with up to 25 mm wall thickness and 
coating up to 10 mm are testable, depending on the scanner type. 

The task of the inspection system is to detect defects in tank floors, walls and roofs 
as well as in pipe walls. Due to the phase spread between subsurface (outside), surface 
(inside) and other indications the SLOFEC® operator is able to distinguish them from each 
other. Objects with non-conductive and non-magnetic coating, like rubber or paint, are also 
testable. A special coupling medium is not necessary. 
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Fig. 7 SLOFEC® working principle 

The figure schematically shows the working principle of the SLOFEC® technique. 
A magnetic yoke containing a permanent or electro-magnet is used to generate a strong 
magnetic field in the material to be tested. The magnetic DC field has an effect to the 
material properties of the test sample. 

Between the poles of the yoke an eddy current sensor array is located. These sensors 
also generate a small alternating magnetic field in the material under test, super-imposed to 
the magnetic bias field of the yoke. The eddy current field is sensitive to changes of the 
material properties of the test sample. In a defect-free sample the magnetic bias field and 
therefore the material properties do not change. As a result the eddy current signal is 
unchanged. 

A reduction of the wall thickness, e.g. by a corrosion pit will result in a 
concentration of the magnetic fields in the remaining wall and resulting in an increased 
magnetic field strength above and around the defect. This results in a Change of the 
material properties at this location. This local change of the material properties will be 
detected by the eddy current sensor. The eddy current signal amplitude of the defect 
indication is a measure for the volume of metal loss. 

2.2 Signal Response 

Typical SLOFEC® signal responses are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 at the examples of 40% 
deep flat bottom holes placed at the inner and outer surface of the pipe. The phase 
difference of signals from external and internal defects allow the discrimination between 
inside and outside defects. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Signal response from a flat bottom hole of 
40% depth at the outer surface of the pipe 

Fig. 9 Signal response from a flat bottom hole of 40% 
depth at the inner surface of the pipe 
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2.3 Influence Parameters and Signal Analysis 

Like all other electromagnetic testing techniques, SLOFEC® is a comparative technique, 
meaning that the signal response from a defect will be compared to signal responses from 
known defects and evaluated accordingly. The influence parameters as shown in Fig. 10 
have to be taken into account when analysing the signals. 

In other applications like e.g. SLOFEC® tank floor testing, follow-up tests e.g. by 
ultrasonic testing can be performed to confirm the evaluated depths. In the field of buried 
pipe inspection follow-up tests are not possible or are time and costs intensive due to the 
limited access to the pipe. Therefore more comprehensive data analysing procedures under 
consideration of the influent parameters have to be applied. 

The defect volume has essential influence on the SLOFEC® signal response and is 
therefore a major influence factor. Following the SLOFEC® depth evaluation procedure 
under consideration of the defect volume is shown.  

The defect depth evaluation will be performed using so-called amplitude - defect 
depth calibration curves, showing the relation between defect depth and signal amplitude. 
For generation of the amplitude - defect depth calibration curves flat bottom holes and half-
round shaped holes with known depths are used. Several amplitude - defect depth 
calibration curves can be generated for different hole diameters.  

The signal analysis software evaluates besides the signal amplitude and signal phase 
also the distance between the amplitude maxima, which is proportional to the diameter of 
the defect. The signal phase determines if the signal is generated by an internal or external 
defect. 

All of the amplitude – defect depth calibration curves represent a plane as shown in 
Fig. 11. Using the values of the signal amplitude and the distance of the amplitude maxima 
a point in the plane will be determined, which is used for the depth evaluation. Points 
between two calibration curves are calculated by interpolation. 

Fig. 10 Influence parameters to the SLOFEC® signal response 
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Fig. 11 Defect depth evaluation 

 
By application of the above described and additional measures a satisfying accuracy 

in defect depth determination even for a large spectrum of different defects is achieved. The 
tolerance of ±20% in defect depth determination corresponds to the accuracy of intelligent 
pigs. 

3. Application of Laser Geometry Scan 

3.1 Measurement of Pipe Ovality  

Furthermore, it is of interest whether deformations of the pipe due to external loads are 
present. Especially under roads or channels pressure is increased and might show up in 
ovality of the pipe. The PLS and Pegasus scanners can be equipped with a line laser 
scanner to additional measure the diameter of the pipe during the scan. 
 

  
Fig. 12 Line laser device attached to a Pegasus type pipe scanner 
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The line laser device used in this application is a distance sensor based on the 
triangulation principle. Instead of measuring the distance to one dot it measures the contour 
of a projected line and delivers a distance profile. For the measurement of the ovality this is 
used to eliminate local discontinuities by using the mean value of the whole profile.  

 
Fig. 13 Display of the results from the circumferential scan 

To show the results the measured values are drawn against the exact circle of the 
pipe diameter. An ellipse is fitted to the values to show up local deviations of the measured 
shape. The ovality is calculated from minimum and maximum measured diameter. 
 

 
Fig. 14 Colour coded ovality scan image showing increased ovality under roads and a channel 
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3.2 Detailed Profile Scans  

The line laser device offers additional features to be used in supplementary inspection of 
the pipes. On clean surfaces the device is able to produce very high resolution profiles 
which can be used to create profile scans from regions of additional interest. These regions 
can be the welds or local discontinuities. The software is able to show the profile scans as 
2D and 3D images and allows to measure the dimension of the visible indications. 
 

  
Fig. 15 Colour coded inverse profile scan of a weld with open pores 

4. Summary 

Development of the SLOFEC®-technique for the inspection of buried pipes is a continuous 
improvement process. The article showed up the requirements from the field and the 
solutions built for the inspection of pipes. Extended analysis of the signals give more 
accurate results from the SLOFEC® inspection. Additional information about the condition 
of the pipes can be obtained by built-in inspection cameras and a line laser device. 
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